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Synopsis 

The focus of our prior research is on the understanding of the properties of dc -
microdischarges in which electrons are strongly magnetized, but ions are not. The research is summarized by 
the papers/presentations listed at the end of this section [1-17]. The addition of a magnetic field to 
the otherwise non-magnetized discharges [1, 4, 12, 13] relaxes the usual pd scaling condition on the 
breakdown and sustain voltage in non-magnetized discharges due to the enhanced ionization 
coefficient through magnetic confinement of the electrons. The result of this confinement is that 
these microdischarges can be ignited and sustained at relatively low pressure, leading to conditions 
of very high electron temperatures, and very low electron/ion collisionality. The generation and 
operation of a magnetized microdischarge at low pressures and low power opened fields of 
applications that benefit from concentrated, high current density, and highly energetic ions. Below, 
we summarize some of our findings, including studies aimed at exploiting properties for applications 
demanding energetic ions. We also summarize our very recent progress on pulsed magnetized 
microdischarges at atmospheric pressure, for applications related to phase-change memory storage. 

Studies of E x B Microdischarges at Low Pressure 
During this grant, we have studied magnetized microdischarges with planar electrodes and 

non-uniform magnetic field configurations causing closed E×B electron drifts [5, 6, 10, 14, 16]. 
Figure 1 shows one of several electrode and magnetic field configurations studied. The magnetic 
circuit incorporates a SmCo permanent magnet together with a high purity iron core to form the 
poles. With this configuration, the magnetic field strength near the cathode is ~1 Tesla, resulting in 
an electron Larmor radius of 10 μm. A photograph of the plasma as seen through the transparent 
indium-tin oxide (ITO) anode is shown in Fig. 2. We see the annular shaped microdischarge, of scale 
less than ~1 mm, concomitant with where the transverse magnetic field is strongest. For 

applications related to displays or materials 
processing, we have studied the nature of the initial 
breakdown process [5, 6] and, in particular, the 
breakdown voltage requirements. Typical results are 
shown in Fig. 3 for discharge operation in argon. In 
the absent of magnetic field, the minimum in the 
breakdown voltage is expected to be close to 15 
mm·Torr. We have carried out 1D Monte Carlo 
simulations [5] to confirm this minimum in the non-
magnetized case and find good agreement with a 

secondary electron emission factor of  = 0.02. The 
predicted breakdown characteristics using this MC 
simulation are also shown in Fig. 3.  We see that with 
a magnetic field, there is a breakdown voltage 

 
Figure 1. Schematic of the microdischarge 
with planar aluminum and ITO electrodes. The 
B-field is generated by the SmCo and iron 
poles behind the aluminum electrode, which 
serves as the discharge cathode. 
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minimum in this range, due to the magnetic field non-
uniformity and the presence of regions between the 
electrodes where the magnetic field is weak.   More 
importantly, however, these magnetized microdischarges 
are found to have a second minimum [5, 6], seen here near a 
pressure of 1 Torr for argon, where the mean free path is 
about 300 μm. This minimum is an indicator that electrons 
are strongly magnetized, since the decrease in breakdown 
voltage is caused by the longer electron trajectory, resulting 
in a higher collision probability and an increased likeliness 
of an electron avalanche ionization cascade. 

As mentioned above, the generation and operation of a 
microdischarge at low pressures and low powers opens up 
fields of applications that benefit from concentrated, high 
current density, and highly energetic ions. In this past two 

years, we have developed these discharges into energetic ion sources [2, 11] and micro-plasma 
thrusters for space propulsion [3, 8, 9]. As emphasized above, unique to the conditions of these 
magnetized microplasmas, the electrons are highly 
magnetized and ions are not necessarily magnetized 
(depending on ion mass) - a condition that can result 
in the generation of a high current density, high 
energy ion stream at low pressure. For the ion source 
studies carried out in our laboratory, the discharge is 
operated with an external cathode source to 
neutralize the resulting ion beam with electrons, and 
to produce relatively heavy ions ranging from argon 
to xenon, although in principal the source can be 
operated on a variety of inert and reactive gases, with 
lighter gases resulting in some ion magnetization (the 
subject of the proposed work). Figure 4 is a 
representative ion energy distribution, taken using a 
miniature retarding field analyzer, from the micro-ion 
source [2, 11] operating between 200 and 300 V. We 
see that the cathode/anode loss in these discharges is 
relatively low, with the peak ion energy falling within 
90% of the applied potential.  

Extensive studies have been carried out, in the 
use of a modified version of the micro-ion source, 
shown in the schematic in Fig. 5 (left), and 
photograph of Fig. 5 (right), as a potential space 
plasma propulsion device. These studies were carried 
out in vacuum facility specifically designed for 
evaluating the performance of these plasma thrusters 
[8, 9]. The background chamber pressure is 
maintained to better than 10-6 Torr with 2 sccm of 
Xe flow through the anode. Of course, the local 
discharge pressure in the ionization region near the 
discharge exit can be much higher (~10-3 - 10-2 Torr).   
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Figure 3. Breakdown characteristics of a 
magnetized microdischarge operating in pure 
argon. Also shown are results of MC 
simulations for the non-magnetized case. 
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Figure 4. Typical ion energy distributions 
from the micro-ion source operating on Xe; 
anode voltage dependence on Xe flow rate of 
1.75 sccm 
 

 

Figure 2. Photographic image of the 
magnetized microdischarge argon 
plasma as viewed through the indium-
tin-oxide anode. 
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This plasma thruster was operated at a power level as low as 10W, one of the lowest powers achieved for E 

x B thrusters to date, with a performance ranging from  10 – 16% thrust efficiency (see Fig. 6), and a 
specific impulse as high as 850 seconds [8,9].  This prototype thruster was initially water-cooled (Fig. 
5a), although later analyses indicated that sufficient thermal control can be obtained by appropriate 
design of radiation surfaces. First designs also used an alumina cover over the central (iron) pole. We 

discovered that this central pole-piece was a source of 
thermal chocking, leading to very high temperature 
due to electron bombardment on the axis, where 
there is considerable B-field convergence. Subsequent 
designs (e.g., that shown in the left of Fig. 5) 
incorporated thick (0.5 mm) polycrystalline diamond 
for heat spreading. The central dielectric (diamond) 
polepiece cover was found to greatly enhance the 
overall life of this miniaturized energetic plasma 
source under these extreme environments. 

Both the planar discharges, as well as the micro-
ion sources, were found to exhibit considerable 
fluctuations in both discharge current and plasma 
properties. These disturbances are attributed to the 
growth of instabilities, not uncommon to low 

pressure magnetized discharges. That they are so prevalent in these microscale plasmas was 
somewhat surprising. A detailed study of these instabilities and the associated turbulence is the subject of the 
proposed work – a natural extension of our prior studies. 

Studies of E ║B Microdischarges at Atmospheric Pressure 
During this past three year period, we have also explored new, highly energetic states of 

microplasmas, with experiments carried out to understand the characteristics of nanosecond pulsed, 
high voltage, microdischarges in air under very high reduced electric fields. In the experiments that are 
described briefly below, which are still ongoing in our laboratory, we have generated reduced electric 
fields of E/n = 10-14 V cm2, values greater than those seen in typical low-pressure glow discharges, 
but at atmospheric pressure. The experiments were motivated by the potential applications of these 
discharges in through-wafer via etching in semiconductor fabrications, and also in phase-change 
memory devices. The broader concepts of such a device are depicted in Fig. 7. Experiments were 
conducted in ambient air, in the facility illustrated schematically in Fig. 8 (left) below. These 

                

Figure 5. (left) Schematic illustration (right) Photograph of magnetized micro-plasma thruster. 
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Figure 6. Performance of magnetized micro-
plasma thruster. 
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Figure 8. (left-top): Facility photograph of pulsed nanoscale plasma writing, with enlarged inset 
showing plasma emission; (top right): microscope photograph of melt zone from a single pulse.  

 

experiments were motivated by this use of pulsed magnetized (or non-magnetized) microdischarges 
in phase change memory storage applications. 

A 10 mm diameter tungsten wire, sharpened to a point of approximately 10-20 nm in radius by 
acid dip etching, served as a cathode point to plane (polished copper anode) discharge. With the 

copper anode grounded, the cathode was 
driven by a 15 ns duration, typically 2kV 
pulsed voltage from a high voltage pulsed 
power source (FID Technologies, Inc), 
capable of firing at rates as high as 100 
kHz. Single pulse events were found to 
produce highly localized phase change 
features on the copper anode, often less 

than 1 m in size (Fig. 8, top right), and 
sometimes as small as 100 nm in size. An 
unintensified CCD camera (averaging 
over 68 ms) was used to record discharge 
events, often averaged over many pulses. 
The photographs of discharges showed 
diffuse transient glows, typically 
comparable in width to the wire (10-20 

m in diameter). A photograph of the illuminated electrode configuration is also shown in Fig. 8, 
along with a representative optical microscope photograph of the resulting recorded phase-change 
feature (single plasma pulse) in polycrystalline copper.  Very recent studies indicate that the presence 
of a magnetic field has only a weak affect (if anything, negative) on the stability of the plasma. 
Understanding the physics (and stability) of these microdischarges in electric fields that are parallel 
to strong magnetic fields continues to be the subject of ongoing work in our laboratory. 
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Figure 7. Schematic illustration of nanosecond pulsed 
micro-discharges at atmospheric pressure to produce 
nanoscale features on surfaces.  
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